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Networks Consolidate the Core Concepts of
Evolution by Natural Selection
François Papale,1,2 Jordane Saget,2 and Éric Bapteste2,*
Microbiology has unraveled rich evidence of ongoing reticulate evolutionary processes and complex interactions both within and between cells. These phenomena
feature real biological networks, which can logically be analyzed using networkbased tools. It is thus not surprising that network sciences, a ﬁeld independent
from evolutionary biology and microbiology, have recently pervasively infused
their methods into both ﬁelds. Importantly, network tools bring forward observations enhancing the understanding of three core evolutionary concepts: variation,
ﬁtness, and heredity. Consequently, our work shows how network sciences can
enhance evolutionary theory by explaining the evolution by natural selection of a
broad diversity of units of selection, while updating the popular ﬁgure of Darwin’s
tree of life with a comprehensive sketch of the networks of evolution.

Highlights
Network sciences are introducing
network-based models into all relevant
biological ﬁelds, notably in microbiology
and evolutionary biology.
The three core principles of evolution –
variation, heredity, and differential
ﬁtness – crystalized in the 1970s, still
serve as a conceptual benchmark for
the theory of evolution by natural
selection.
Network-based inquiries in microbiology
tap into the complexity of the systems
of interactions that underscore the evolutionary dynamics of cellular life, thereby
augmenting our understanding of the
three core principles of evolution.

Introduction: The Core Principles of Evolution by Natural Selection
In 1859, the theory of evolution by natural selection (ENS) (see Glossary) revolutionized
the understanding of the history and diversity of life [1]. Biodiversity started to be explained as
the result of the divergence of biological entities with respect to the populations of their last common ancestors by a general evolutionary process common to all life forms, including microbes.
As summarized by Lewontin [2], ENS operates under three conditions: (i) that members of a
population present phenotypic variation, (ii) that their different phenotypes translate into differences
in survival and reproduction rates (differential ﬁtness), and that (iii) these ﬁtness differences are inheritable from parents to offspring. Therefore, the presence of variation within a population, the transmission of ﬁtness-related variation from ancestors to descendants, and the causes of ﬁtness
differences are key conditions for evolution by natural selection.
Importantly, ENS was historically developed hand-in-hand with tree-thinking [3], wrongly
suggesting that ENS requires and implies a simple genealogical continuity: the perpetuation of a lineage by descent with modiﬁcation, thereby justifying the existence of a single
tree of species relating all living beings, including microbes. Yet, many discoveries,
especially from microbiology, also reported abundant reticulate processes and interactions
involving the microbial world (Figure 1, Key Figure), which was even seen by some as a
headlong challenge to (neo-)Darwinism and sometimes as a support to Lamarckian models
of evolution [4–7].
While the evolution of real biological networks seemed to some to challenge the tree of life and the
importance attributed by Darwin to the principle of divergence, we argue that the existence of
networks is no danger to the hypothesis of ENS. Indeed, ENS can demonstrably apply to more
complicated entities than simple (monogenomic) lineages, shedding evolutionary light on a variety
of otherwise unexplained biological phenomena [8,9]. Network-based tools support a reformulation of the core concepts of ENS, not because these are false, but because a broader theoretical
framework can be provided by network thinking (Box 1).
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Conversely, the improved understanding
of evolutionary dynamics provided by
networks informs microbiology in various
ways.
The network-based understanding of
evolution is often considered as antiDarwinian in spirit, a claim that can be
debunked using microbiology.
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Key Figure

Glossary

A Network-Based Representation of the Evolution of Cellular Life

Candidate phyla radiation (CPR):
this refers to a group of newly
discovered bacterial phyla that are
composed of small-genome entities and
whose discovery signiﬁcantly increased
the overall known bacterial biodiversity.
DPANN: Diapherotrites,
Parvarchaeota, Aenigmarchaeota,
Nanoarchaeota, Nanohaloarchaea;
DPANN is a superphylum of Archaea,
grouping together a variety of phyla,
among which are the ﬁve that form the
acronym and the name of the
superphylum.
Evolution by means of natural
selection (ENS): refers to changes in
the distribution of variation in a
population, which is guided by the
selective pressures of the environment,
that is, natural selection.
Lateral gene transfer (LGT): this
refers to the transfer of genetic material
between organisms, which is not due to
reproduction as traditionally construed
and which happens between potentially
phylogenetically unrelated entities.
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Figure 1. This is an artistic view of the type of processes involved in the evolution of cellular life. Blue lineages: bacteria. Red
lineages: archaea. Purple lineages: nonphotosynthetic eukaryotes. Green lineages: primary photosynthetic eukaryotes.
Yellow lineages: secondarily photosynthetic eukaryotes. Triple lines within cellular lineages correspond to lineages of gene
families in interactions. Thread colors of gene families represent the origin of the gene family: blue for bacteria, red for
archaea, other colors for eukaryotes. These colors can be combined in case of evolution of chimeric composite genes.
Processes are indicated by circles; the numbers correspond to: (1) extinction, (2) divergence, (3) coalescence (illustrating
how distinct lineages trace back to a single common ancestor), (4) intralineage molecular interactions (the networks of
‘small branches’ within bigger ones), (5) DNA transfer intra-domain, (6) primary endosymbiosis (mitochondria), (7) evolution
of chimeric genes, (8) primary endosymbiosis (plastids), (9) massive inter-domain DNA transfer (Haloarchaea), (10)
introgression, and (11) secondary endosymbiosis (plastids). The gray network background describes nongenetic
interactions between biotic entities/environmental processes.
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Box 1. Traditional and Updated Interpretations of Evolution by Natural Selection
Traditionally, ENS describes an evolutionary process that involves independent lineages, competing for survival and reproduction. According to Lewontin, this requires three conditions:
•

•

•

Variation
Relevant individual differences or variations are traditionally associated with independent lineages. Network tools ﬁrst
provide much more complex descriptions of this already recognized variation. Second, they highlight that variation also
arises in broader entities, such as multispecies consortia, through various biological interactions.
Differential Fitness
Due to variation, some units of selection survive and reproduce better than others. Bearers of variation are also bearers
of ﬁtness. Traditionally, only entities forming vertical lineages can be bearers of ﬁtness. Network modeling, by contrast,
shows that more complex entities can be bearers of ﬁtness (such as squid–Vibrio associations). It also shows that ﬁtness is a relational property that can be accurately assessed only by analyzing the interaction networks from which
units of selection emerge (such as the topological stability of any squid–Vibrio interaction network, and the feedback
loops within it) and the interaction networks in which units of selection are involved (such as the global or local topological stability of the ecological network into which squid–Vibrio associations ﬁgure as nodes).
Inheritance
Traditionally, inheritance involves the formation of vertical lineages – which can be traced thanks to the privileged transmission of traits from parents to their offspring. Network tools have widely transformed our understanding of
inheritance patterns (e.g., the ubiquity of LGT, represented in phylogenetic networks). Network tools also expand
our understanding of how inheritance is realized, by modeling the channels of transmission of different components,
critical to assess the re-production of a unit of selection.

Consistently, an updated formulation of ENS, from the viewpoint of network modeling, will consider that ENS could explain
the evolution of interaction networks from which units of selection – such as genes, organisms, multispecies consortia,
symbiotic assemblages, etc. – emerge. It can do so if (i) populations of such interaction networks vary, (ii) in such a way
that determines the capacity of interaction networks to persist and to be re-produced (differential ﬁtness), (iii) via simple
or complex transmission channels, re-producing at least the interaction subnetworks that were bearing the traits tied to
differential ﬁtness (inheritance).

The argument that a different formalization of evolutionary processes might allow for a more comprehensive investigation of evolution is not new [10–12]. Yet, this argument is usually motivated by
independent suggestions to emphasize speciﬁc underappreciated biological processes studied
by different biological disciplines [13–18]. By contrast, the development of the ﬁeld of network
sciences [19–21], an emerging transversal ﬁeld that is largely independent from biological
disciplines, by the types of ﬁndings that network tools allow, will strongly support a reformulation
of Lewontin’s three conditions for ENS. Network sciences borrow tools and practices from graph
theory, information theory, computer science, and physics in order to analyze various aspects of
networks and their dynamics. The input of this nascent ﬁeld, in both evolutionary biology and
microbiology, is increasingly noticeable [22–51]. Crucially, the development of network sciences
shows that the modes of generation of variation, the modes of transmission of that variation, and
the causes of ﬁtness differences can be better understood in the microbial world by giving greater
room to network tools. Consequently, researchers will be able to analyze a richer diversity of
candidate selective units, because what can be said to vary, to have ﬁtness, and to be featured
in hereditary interactions, can be a much more complex set of lineages, involved in much
more complex interactions, than the traditional focus on lineages suggests. Sets of (related or
unrelated) entities, whose components are demonstrably connected by reticulate processes or
interactions, can also ﬁgure on the list of what natural selection can explain.

Networks Highlight Additional Sources of Variation
In the classic theory of ENS, the presence of variations matters, but not their origins. Network
tools uphold this view, while providing sharper descriptions of ‘what is variation’.
Consider analyses of microbiology and transcriptomics with network tools. Network analyses of
gene evolution, of gene regulation, and of protein–protein interactions [22,23,25–52] are currently
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enriching the understanding of the reticulate processes and interactions that lead to a diversity of,
for instance, organismal phenotypes. These network tools have shown that variation within a
lineage obtains either when the components (nodes) of the modeled interaction networks
change, for example, when new genes or new proteins evolve, or when the interactions between
components (edges) change, for example, when new associations of genes and/or proteins
(corresponding to new edges in the interaction networks) evolve. For example, domain combination events (or exon shufﬂing) create novel genes from genetic material within an organismal
lineage. This universal process has been modeled using oriented domain (or exon) networks,
describing the order in which domains (or exons) succeed to one another in genes or in proteins
of different organisms [52–55]. Organisms emerge from interactions of modular infraorganismal
entities into which only network modeling can provide satisfying insights. Thus, even the typical
units of selection (e.g., organisms or genes) can be thought of as emerging from interaction
networks. A gene emerges from a complex network involving domains, an organism emerges
from a complex network involving genes. A comprehensive understanding of the sources of
this variation warrants the use of network-based ‘tools’.
Moreover, this network-based perspective on the sources of variation within traditional units of
selection warrants an expansion of the concept of evolutionarily relevant variation, which invites
an explanation of a broader set of units of selection by ENS (Box 2). Thus, network tools bring
forward lateral gene transfer (LGT) [56–60], introducing genetic material from a nondirect
parent into a recipient host (Figure 1), as the most studied source of polyphyletically generated
genetic variations. Two kinds of network tools are nowadays involved in cutting-edge inquiries
on LGT: gene-sharing networks [33,61–65] and bipartite gene–genome networks [29,66,67].
Both stress the importance of LGT in a broad diversity of entities: within the cellular world, within
mobile elements, and between cellular organisms and mobile elements, showing that lineages
within the microbial world are comprised of modular, phylogenetically mosaic members, as illustrated by the discoveries of pangenomes [68,69] and the ﬂuidity of microbial genomes
[57,58,63,70]. Evolutionarily relevant variation arises at the intersection of complex phylogenetic
trajectories and through actual networks of interactions involving independent lineages.
Within the eukaryotic world, endosymbioses (Figure 1) – at the origin of the eukaryotic cells [71] as
well as at the origins of primary, secondary, and tertiary photosynthetic eukaryotes [72–74] – offer
other notorious examples of variations with foreign sources that led to the emergence of novel
units of selection. Moreover, within phylogenetically composite protists, some traits evolved via
additional reticulate processes and interactions between components from different lineages
[75]. For example, the microbial eye of Nematodinium [76] is a structure which arises from interactions between secondarily acquired plastids and mitochondria, hence, within an organism yet
between components with distinct origins. While neo-Darwinism would treat entities like
Nematodinium as coherent variational units arising from phylogenetic unity, a network-based perspective shows that the variation at play is irreducibly the effect of actual networks of interactions
at work across both space (networks of interactions) and time (phylogenetic networks). This rationale applies also to genes themselves, for example, S-genes in protists [41,77,78] (Figure 1).
The process of endosymbiosis, and the subsequent processes of emergence of chimeric traits,
can thus be better modeled and analyzed using network tools [23,77] because some signiﬁcant
variation originates from interactions between the lineage of interest and other lineages.
Moreover, signiﬁcant variations caused by multispecies interactions can also arise in the absence
of genetic introgression inside a single host lineage. We call the resulting effects coconstructed
variations. Coconstructed variation arises when organisms interact functionally (again, not
through any type of gene exchange) so that a new phenotype arises in at least one of the
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Box 2. Diversity of the Units of Selection to Be Unraveled by Network Analyses
Network studies can unravel a diversity of sources of variation, a diversity of channels of inheritance, and unravel
relational causes of ﬁtness, as selectable units emerge from, or are part of, interaction networks. Thus, for any unit
of selection, variations can be due to genetic changes in interaction networks: (i) from a single monophyletic source,
(ii) from polyphyletic sources, or (iii) they can be coconstructed in the absence of introgression. Likewise, inheritance
channels can be; (iv) simple (all components of the interaction network from which the unit of selection emerges are
transmitted together), or (v) multiple (when different components of the interaction network from which the unit of
selection emerges are transmitted separately); when multiple channels of inheritance exist (vi) the transmission of
different components can be synchronized or (vii) nonsynchronized. Finally, the ﬁtness of a selective unit may have
(viii) internal causes (being the result of stabilizing processes, such as feedback loops, between the components of
interaction networks) and/or (ix) external causes (such as the stability of the interaction networks to which the
selective unit is connected). As network tools provide evidence for (ii–iii), and (v–ix), ENS could explain the
evolution of entities presenting a broad range of combinations of variation (i–iii), inheritance (iv–vii), and ﬁtness
(viii–ix) modalities.
For example, in the case of bacterial clones, organismal variation, inheritance, and ﬁtness only involve related
entities. ENS generates traditional units of selection, that is, monogenomic individuals within populations. By
contrast, in the case of bacterial cells harboring new laterally acquired genes, organismal variation originates from
polyphyletic sources, which are inherited by vertical descent inside their host lineage, a combination known as
introgressive descent [8], and the resulting phenotype is selected within microbial communities. ENS generates
units of selection that are still individual organisms within populations, yet these individuals are genetic chimera,
merging genetic information from multiple sources. Network analyses of the sources of variations (monophyletic
vs polyphyletic) can then determine the ratio of monogenomic:merger individuals evolved by ENS in microbial
communities.
Another example is Chlorochromatium aggregatum, a phototrophic bacterial consortium in which partners from two
species synchronize their cellular division [123]; in this case, variation-bearing ﬁtness originates from polyphyletic sources,
is inherited through multiple ‘synchronized’ channels by vertical descent, and the resulting phenotype is selected across
groups bearing the traits. ENS generates units of selection that differ from standard organisms, usually called egalitarian
collectives of entities.
Yet, the case of multispecies consortia, such as squid–Vibrio associations, in which an association of partners from two
species is repeatedly reconstructed, or in the case of hosts with horizontally transmitted symbionts, are different, because
variation-bearing ﬁtness originates from polyphyletic sources, is re-produced through multiple ‘desynchronized’ channels
by vertical descent, and the resulting phenotype is selected across groups bearing the traits. ENS here generates transient
re-produced collectives of entities; such units of selection differ from the above-mentioned traditional organisms and from
egalitarian collectives of entities. Network analyses of the channels of inheritance (synchronized vs desynchronized) can
then determine the ratio of egalitarian collectives of entities: transient re-produced collectives of entities within an environment. Network analyses can also encourage description of transient re-reproduced collectives of individuals as recurring
patterns in interaction networks, because then the units of selection bearing the ﬁtness-related traits are interaction
networks, which beget similar networks by re-construction.
ENS could explain even more unusual units of selection. In the case of the nitrogen cycle, variation-bearing ﬁtness originates from polyphyletic sources and is re-produced through multiple desynchronized channels by vertical descent and
by introgressive descent in at least some of the entities whose associations generate a selectable trait. The resulting phenotype is selected among populations of nitrogen cycles. Here, ENS directly generates functional patterns of interactions
as selective units, also known as 'songs' in the ITSNTS ('It's the song not the singer' theory) models [124]. These patterns
of interactions are re-produced across evolutionary time, although some of their components (e.g., the microbial taxa contributing to nitrogen cycling) can change. Network analyses of the channels of inheritance (songs re-produced by
‘desynchronized vertical descent’ vs songs re-produced by ‘desynchronized vertical + introgressive descent’) can determine the ratio of songs in which components do not change to songs in which components change on the planet.
Finally, in the case of obligate syntrophic consortia of archaeal methanotrophs and sulfate-reducing bacteria in thermodynamically challenging conditions [125], or in the case of density-dependent bacterial and bacteriophage interactions,
variation-bearing ﬁtness originates from polyphyletic sources, is inherited through multiple channels, and the ﬁtness is conditioned by a feedback loop affecting the reproduction/survival of the associated entities producing the selectable traits.
Then, ENS generates a remarkable kind of interaction networks, which we call evosystems. Network analyses of the causes
of ﬁtness (absence of, or facultative feedback loops between associated entities vs obligate feedback loops between associated entities) can determine the ratio of general songs to evosystems.
Therefore, ENS could explain the evolution of; (i) individual entities (be they genetic mosaics or not) to, (ii) egalitarian collectives of entities, (iii) transient re-produced collectives of entities, (iv) songs, and (v) evosystems.
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interacting entities. The bioluminescence of interacting Vibrio ﬁscheri and Euprymna scolopes is a
coconstructed trait that can presumably vary across a population of interacting squids and
microbes, and accordingly stands as evolutionarily relevant coconstructed variation [79].
Abundant cases of coconstructed variations have been described based on studies of symbiotic
associations of microbes with plant or animal hosts [80,81]. Holobionts have been proposed, and
rightly criticized [82,83], as the paroxysmal situation in which some multispecies symbiotic associations could lead to emergent, coconstructed selectable traits [84]. Importantly, the generation
of coconstructed variation cannot be accurately described by focusing only on host lineages.
Hence the single-lineage-associated forms of variation are here highly insufﬁcient. Yet, multipartite
networks offer a method to highlight and to analyze such multilevel and multispeciﬁc associations
[85,86]. For instance, microbiome–microbiota–eukaryotic hosts tripartite networks, simultaneously representing the distribution of microbial genes within microbial taxa, the distribution of
microbial genes within eukaryotic hosts, and the distribution of microbial taxa within eukaryotic
hosts, provide a framework to identify microbial genes involved in the coconstruction of holobiont
variation, irrespective of what microbial taxa carry these genes. Thus, the ability to extract energy
from carbohydrates in individual mammals depends on their gut microbial genes rather than on
their gut microbial taxa [87,88], and their impact on the functional integration of the interacting
host and microbes. The claim here is ‘not’ that holobionts are, by deﬁnition, units of selection
because they can be modeled as networks. This is an empirical question. The claim is that, to
solve this empirical problem, one is required to consider complex variation, which emerges
from real networks of interactions.
Overall, networks do not challenge the notion that variation (sensu Lewontin) is mandatory for
ENS. Yet, they provide a clearer picture of what ‘is’ variation. Network tools have thus enhanced
our understanding of variation at all levels of organization: genes, microbes (viruses included),
eukaryotes, and multispecies assemblages. And because network studies keep on accumulating
evidence demonstrating the diversity of the causes of variation, network tools inexorably show
that focusing on single lineage entities as ‘the’ single units of selection is increasingly problematic.
Moreover, tracking with more accuracy the sources of variation opens the possibility to track
additional actual selective units, larger than single lineages and involving multiple lineages
(e.g., operationally deﬁned, in interaction network models, as communities of nodes from multiple
lineages). Thus, what appears to some as a Lamarckian (read non-Darwinian) process in a classical
evolutionary perspective because it results from reticulated processes [89–93] (e.g., a laterally
acquired gene in lineage A from lineage B) is reframed by network analysis of the phenomena in
play. Acquired variation can instead be seen as internal variation with respect to some selective
unit broader than organisms from a given lineage, that is, a broader network of interactions,
such as gene exchange communities transiently arising from the interaction between independent
phylogenetic lineages. Furthermore, as we show next, network tools allow us to test whether such
transient interaction networks can have inheritable ﬁtness-related traits, that is, whether they can be
re-produced, making them bona ﬁde units of selection.

Networks Highlight Additional Channels of Transmission
In the standard model of ENS, the inheritance of ﬁtness-related variation is centered on lineage
formation by vertical descent. By contrast, network-based models provide powerful explanations
of complex nonvertical inheritance processes involving entities at various levels of organization,
such as plasmids, phages, and chromosomes, and complex inheritance patterns, such as
those related to introgressive descent [8], gene externalization [28,29,86], or autologous genes
[94]. Accordingly, network-based methods make two distinct contributions to the understanding
of heredity in the context of ENS. First, network tools allow for a better understanding of a variety
Trends in Microbiology, April 2020, Vol. 28, No. 4
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of channels of transmission and the phylogenetic patterns they create. Second, network tools
highlight that interaction networks are featured among the entities that are more or less well reproduced from one generation to the next, thanks to heredity.
Transmission of variation can be realized by pathways much more complex than the ones
suggested by the vertical replication-with-ﬁdelity framework. It was recently shown that multipartite viruses (e.g., the faba bean necrotic stunt virus, from the genus Nanovirus, and the
family Nanoviridae), while being considered unitary reproductive entities, see their reproduction
being triggered by the interaction of genome segments present in different host cells [95].
This complexity of transmission roads is also true of variation arising in polyphyletic entities,
which, by deﬁnition, involves networks of transmission [96,97]. Plasmid-encoded or
organellar-encoded variations, for example, are known to display different modes and sometimes different channels of transmission from chromosomal-encoded or nuclear-encoded
variations [86,96].
Yet, this plurality of modes and channels of transmission tends to be considered as a secondary
issue, unduly complicating the description of inheritance without theoretical signiﬁcance. Accordingly,
few models of inheritance assume decoupled transmission roads of genes carried on entities from
different levels of biological organization (e.g., viruses, plasmids, mitochondria, chloroplasts, chromosomes, distantly related cells within multispecies bioﬁlms). Network studies, by including various
interacting entities in inheritance models, can alleviate this neglect. Indeed, networks incorporate
interacting components that are not all phylogenetically related, such as plasmids, phages, and
chromosomes, even if these components belong to different levels of organization [29,33,66,98].
This alternative modeling stresses the diversity and importance of channels and modes of transmissions beyond direct inheritance from one (or two related) parent(s) to their offspring, pervasive
in microbiology. It shows the many roads to LGT and the phylogenetic patterns these processes
generate in nature, such as conjugal transfer of chromosomal DNA [99], nanotubes (between
multiple neighbor species [100,101]), and a diversity of more or less host speciﬁc mobile elements
[66,102–104]. Network tools, such as gene sharing and bipartite gene–genome network analyses,
also highlight barriers to transmission, such as alternative genetic codes [29] in some taxa, or predict processes interfering with LGT rates [65] that add up to various types of barrier to gene transfer
already characterized [105,106].
Remarkably, mobile genetic elements do not necessarily independently move DNA between
cells; some also affect genetic transmission by interacting among themselves, a phenomenon
that is best modeled using interaction networks. For example, some viruses are plasmid
superspreaders [107]: these viruses release intact plasmids from infected cells. Similarly,
Arbitrium, a viral peptide used by viruses for communication, determines whether phages will
enter into the lytic or lysogenic phase, thus affecting the spread of their own genes and of
those of their cellular hosts [108]. The system involving viruses has speciﬁc characteristics,
such as density, and only by taking the whole system into account can we understand the
patterns of transmission of viruses and their hosts.
In the case of endosymbioses too, transmission trespasses phylogenetic borders, since immediate
descendants resulting from these introgressive events did not look like a single individual from their
ancestral lineages. More generally, in case of symbioses and host–microbe interactions, a richer
view on the diversity of channels and modes of transmission is required to track the transmission
of traits, when these traits are coconstructed [97,109,110]. A temporal decoupling in the transmission of microbe and host genes typically produces complex evolutionary dynamics [91,92] in need
of ENS-based interpretations.
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The above examples illustrate that some channels of heredity are irreducibly reticulated: they form
phylogenetic networks which can increasingly be studied using network-based tools, to enhance
the understanding of the dynamics of heredity. The complexity of transmission channels and
phylogenetic patterns means that the individuals that vary, and that realize heredity, can be
themselves pictured as complex networks of interactions. Simply put, there is inheritance when interaction networks, deﬁning a candidate unit of selection, are re-produced. For example, consider
an entity emerging from an interaction network with a topology T, which is re-produced (via as
many channels of transmission as a speciﬁc case requires) with a high degree of ﬁdelity. Heredity
is then realized by the one or many channels of transmission, which ensure the similarity between
the ‘parent’ networks and their offspring. But what if an interaction network with the same topology
T′ arises independently from T, without any connections between their channels of transmission, as
complex as these may be. Would the existence of T and T′ be considered as an instance of heredity? What is at stake here is clearly the generalization of the Darwinian theory, beyond its traditional
domain: if any reappearance of a topology is a realization of heredity, then certainly Darwinian evolution would be even more ubiquitous than usually construed. A conservative answer is that, for T
and T′ to be the result of heredity, there must be some historical continuity between the two topologies, that is, some components of T and of T′, at least, must directly be related, with the components in T being the ancestors of the components in T′. The key to establish this historical continuity
is precisely to track the transmission of components between interaction networks. The independent emergence of two identical prokaryotic syntrophic consortia, for example, in two distinct environments would be a case of convergence, not of heredity.
Therefore, important improvements to network-based tools are still needed to understand the
dynamics of transmission, and the heredity of complex units of selection. Indeed, most of the
network tools that are currently used lack directionality in time. Whereas network comparison
can easily satisfy basic needs by comparing different network topologies (e.g., identifying common subgraphs T and T′ in interaction networks produced from time series), such practice
does not yet represent and analyze the speciﬁc dynamics, that is, transmission channels, that
link two common subgraphs in networks from two time slices.
Although implementing temporality within a single network representation of a unit of selection to
capture transmission and inheritance across time slices of interaction networks from time series
remains a challenge, the ubiquity of complex transmission of interacting components means that
simple neo-Darwinian schemes of heredity and, consequently, heritability, deserve to be enriched
as additional, more complicated units of selection, whose traits transmission follows multiple
channels, and are exposed by network analyses.

Networks Specify the Context Required for Fitness-Based Selection
The third standard condition for ENS is differential ﬁtness. Importantly, ﬁtness is a relational
property relating an individual to its ecological context, but this relational dimension is traditionally
'black boxed' and reduced to an individual’s reproductive output. Network sciences start
cracking into this black box by providing tools to dive into the complexity of ﬁtness-determining
dynamics. This rationale applies across levels of organization, as network-based tools provide
insights into the ﬁtness of gene lineages as well as organisms or communities.
At the organism level, ﬁtness can be conceived as the outcome of the topology of a dynamic
ecological network involving a community of organisms and their environment. For example,
high biodiversity within a microbial community is correlated with high resistance to invasion by
outside species [111,112], and recently the cause of this increased stability was investigated
using network tools. This investigation showed that the versatile plant pathogen Ralstonia
Trends in Microbiology, April 2020, Vol. 28, No. 4
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Box 3. Alternative Approaches to Fitness via Networks
Network models known as constructive neutral evolution (CNE), or as presuppression, have been proposed to explain the
persistence of an a priori costly trait for its bearer(s) (e.g., genes with a deleterious mutation), when this persistence involves
selectively neutral, compensatory interactions. In short, deleterious changes in a component are presuppressed by their
existing interaction with other components in an interaction network. This would be true within a lineage (e.g., by
presuppression of disadvantageous mutations by interacting proteic partners [126–129]) and beyond [e.g., by
presuppression of detrimental gene losses in microbial communities [130,131], or in the case in which CNE is also seen
as an explanation for the evolution of metabolic hands-off involving nonautonomous individual lineages, as massively proposed for candidate phyla radiation (CPR) and DPANN [121,122]]. In these situations, entities with reduced individual
ﬁtness persist in the environment as members of larger interaction networks, thus delineating a space in which ENS on
isolated organismal lineages is not the prime explanation for their traits’ diversity and distribution. By contrast, the use of
network models can also contribute to the unraveling of the selection of unexpected units, such as patterns of interaction
with selectable functions. For example, networks of interaction can be considered units of selection when a real metabolic
function sustained by a pattern of interactions between microbes (associated to various taxa) collectively ﬁxing nitrogen is
being re-produced so that the frequency of the function encoded by these interactions (nitrogen ﬁxation [121,122]) increases independently from the taxa that sustain it because the microbial taxa involved in that function can be replaced
by others taking their role in the real interaction network [124]. Importantly, only network tools could test and analyze
the evolution of such complex functions by CNE or by ENS.

solanacearum must invade a community in the rhizosphere of a plant, say a tomato plant, and
reach a certain threshold to become virulent for the plant. Thus, the actual resource competition
network of the indigenous microbial community must be explored to understand the microbial
community’s resilience. Speciﬁcally, the connectance (measure of the capacity of the community
to exploit available resources), the nestedness (measure of resource consumption overlap
between generalists and specialists within the community), and the niche overlap (similarity of
resource consumption between community members and invading species) have been shown
to correlate with the chances of success of the invading pathogen using bipartite resource competition graphs [113]. Therefore, the structure of the interactions between microbial community
members (i.e., the actual networks studied using network-based methods) determines the ﬁtness
of a potentially invading species. Moreover, there is a further payoff of recognizing the networklike nature of ﬁtness. Not only does the speciﬁcity of the actual microbial network provide crucial
information about the ﬁtness of microbes, but it is also a highly inﬂuential aspect of the ﬁtness of
the macro-organisms related to the microbial community. The ﬁtness of the unit of selection at
one level of organization, in this case a tomato plant [113], is correlated with the capacity of a
pathogen, a unit of selection at a lower level of organization, to invade a microbial community
and spread in it. Hence, the ﬁtness of entities traditionally conceived as belonging to different
levels of selection cannot be analyzed independently, so that network-based tools must be
mobilized to unpack the complexity of the interactions at play.
This situation echoes the vast literature on animal-gut microbiomes [114–116] and experiments in
the animal world. For example, the addition of a new lineage in a community (hence of a new node
in the ecological network), such as a stick bug on a nonnative bush, can profoundly and quickly
redeﬁne the ﬁtness of the organisms across the entire community [117,118] by attracting
generalist predators into their ecological network. It is only when the ecological network is stable
over organismal generations that organismal trait ﬁtness can have some cumulative effects.
Precisely, the stability of ecological networks can now be modeled via dynamic graphs
representing ecological interactions between organisms, qua units of selections, and the evolution of these patterns of interactions could thus explicitly model the relational dimension of natural
selection, providing additional modeling of ﬁtness [119]. Consequently, analyses of the structure
of interaction patterns using network models, such as co-occurrence networks currently produced to analyze -omics data from various environmental samples and time series [31,120],
262
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could specify when, how, and at what level of organization could ﬁtness, the third core concept of
ENS, be effectively invoked to explain diversity. By contrast, the modeling of interactions
between components, for example, with protein–protein interaction networks [42,49,50], with
metabolic networks [121,122], or with ecological networks [26,51,120], could unravel cases
where presuppression rather than ENS is expected to drive the evolution of diversity (Box 3).

Concluding Remarks
The use of network tools in various biological ﬁelds, among which microbiology stands out, reﬂects
a methodological opportunity provided by the development of network sciences, rather than a deliberate choice of microbiology and evolutionary biology to renew their ontologies to welcome more
units of selection. However, the multiplication of network representations and methods in microbiology may have deep collateral effects (see Outstanding Questions). Networks may become the
next tools of choice in evolutionary biology, precisely because they provide an analytically tractable
framework to handle a much more inclusive (and complex) ontology of entities and processes.
If we are right, an external discipline to evolutionary biology, network sciences, will, in the near
future, fundamentally contribute to the conceptual development of the evolutionary theory by
revising its core concepts (Box 1). This will happen in two (somewhat overlapping) stages. First,
a technology-driven collision, correlated with the increase in computing power, is already taking
place, testifying through the multiplication of network studies in microbiology that both ﬁelds
are culturally permeable. Second, this multiplication of networks in microbiology will lead to a reformulation of ENS (Box 1). This reformulation will preserve the role of ENS as a central general
process to understand microbial evolution, while extending the explanatory scope of ENS
to units with increasingly complicated compositions and organizations, beyond simple
monogenomic lineages (Box 2).
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